EXCALIBUR CROSSBOW

GAME PLAN GEAR

VENGEANCE™ CROSSBOW PACKAGE

MATRIX 380 CRT CROSSBOW

X BOLT CROSSBOW CASE

The Barnett Vengeance
combines the center of gravity shift of a reverse-draw
configuration with the reduced weight of the CarbonLite Riser to provide a steady
and accurate shot and arrow
speeds up to 365 feet per second. Vengeance features a
140-lb. draw weight, 18" power stroke, 7.9-lb. mass weight,
3
1
33 /4" length, 23 /4" width, adjustable pistol grip, and CROSSWIRE® string and cable system. Package includes a premium
illuminated scope, rope cocking device, Cross Carbon 3-arrow
quiver, and three 20" Headhunter arrows. Available with black
carbon fiber finish or high-definition camouflage.
#450-200-324AQ Vengeance Package, Carbon, 
1G882F00�������������������������������������������������� $ 900.00
#450-200-270AQ Vengeance Package, Camo, 
1G882M00������������������������������������������������ 900.00

The
next
evolution
in
crossbow performance has
arrived
with
the Matrix line
of
Crossbows
from Excalibur.
These
crossbows give you
the reliability of a recurve crossbow in a compact packagewith
blazing arrow spreeds. The game has definitely changed when
it comes to recurve crossbow performance. The Matrix 380
is more powerful, more compact, and quitter than any other
crossbow in the Excalibur line. You get all of the reliability that
Excalibur is known for with the added benefits of the Matrix.
Featuring Excalibur’s compact Tact-Zone crossbow scope
which was specifically designed for these lightning fast crossbows, this is one deadly package!

RAZR™
CROSSBOW PACKAGE w/SCOPE

Technical information: Speed: 380 fps (using 350 grain arrow with Matrix string). Kinetic Energy: 112 ft-lbs. Draw Weight:
260 lbs. Power Stroke: 13.1". Overall Length: 35.6". Weight: 5.9
lbs. Width: 30.62" (uncocked) 25.75" (cocked). Arrow Length:
20".

ARCHERY

BARNETT™ CROSSBOWS

BARNETT™ CROSSBOWS

Barnett pulled out all of
the stops on the RAZR. The
specs speak for themselves:
185-lb. draw weight, 16" power stroke, 400 feet per second
arrow speed, 6.5 lbs. mass
weight, and 21.5" width. Features finger reminders and
pass-through foregrip, as well
as custom composite laminated limbs, retractable underarm support, integrated skinning knife, adjustable butt pad, carbon riser technology, CNCmachined 7/8" Picatinny rail, and string suppressors. Package
includes premium illuminated scope, rope cocking device,
three-arrow quiver, and three 22" Headhunter bolts.
#450-206-724AQ RAZR Crossbow Package, 
1G1329K99��������������������������������������������� $ 1399.99

GHOST 360 CRT
CROSSBOW PACKAGE w/3x32 SCOPE
BARNETT OUTDOORS

Crossbow gives bolt velocities up to 360 fps and a
165 lbs. draw weight. Carbon
risers keep weight down, and
7
/8 of Picatinny rail let you
mount a variety of scopes
and optics. Includes 3x32 illuminated scope, 3 bolts and
quiver.
#450-209-022AQ Barnett Ghost 360 CRT Pkg w/
Scope, 1G581B03���������������������������������� $ 599.00

RAPTOR
CROSSBOW PACKAGE w/SCOPE
BARNETT OUTDOORS

The Raptor has a 150
lb. draw weight and shoots
bolts up to 330 fps. It weighs
only 6.5 lbs., making it easy
to carry all day. High Definition Camo pattern helps
you blend in. Comes with
either a red dot or 4x32

Other features include reduced recoil and noise, easy cocking, dry fire inhibitor, and R.E.D.S. string suppressors, plus ambidextrous cheek piece and safety.

Kit contains: Tact-Zone Crossbow Scope, ambi cheekpiece,
R.E.D.S. suppressors, Excalibur 4-arrow quiver, 4 Diablo arrows
with points, four (4) 150 grain field points, and rope cocking aid.
#450-207-323AQ Matrix 380 CRT Crossbow,
Black, 1G1219L98������������������������������� $ 1219.98
#450-207-317AQ Matrix 380 CRT Crossbow,
Camo, 1G1219J98������������������������������� 1219.98
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18:1 TARGET

The X Bolt Crossbow Case includes
shoulder straps that
can be stored in the
bottom pocket. It features a mesh accessory pocket for your
drawcord.
#450-207-530AQ X Bolt Crossbow Case, Olive/Black,
1G88B19���������������������������������������������������� $ 89.99

EXCALIBUR CROSSBOW

MATRIX 330 w/VARI-ZONE
LITE STUFF PACKAGE
Lightw e i g h t
crossbow
weighs less
than 6 lbs.
and has a
220-lb. pull
weight
to
propel bolts
up to 330
feet per second. Vari-Zone scope bolt-drop trajectory reticle helps you get
on target. Break-Up Infinity camo finish helps you blend in.
Comes with cocking rope, bolts, and quiver.
#450-209-045AQ Matrix 330 Package, 1G889K98������ $ 889.98

TOLL FREE: 800-741-0015
scope, 3 bolts, quiver and cocking device. Available in Camo
or Pink Camo finish.

With 18 vivid target zones and
Rinehart self-healing foam construction, this target can withstand
heavy use. It’ll handle broadheads,
field points, and expandables, and
with Easy Arrow Pull technology
you'll get your arrows back without
a tug-o’-war. Plus, it’s lightweight
design, and the built-in carry handle
makes it very portable.
#450-200-488AQ 18:1 Bow Target, 1G129K99�������������� $ 129.99

HAWKE OPTICS

SIMS VIBRATION LABORATORY

KODIAK CROSSBOW SLING

SR IR CROSSBOW VARI-SPEED SCOPE

LimbSaver® Kodiak and Kodiak-Lite
slings’ lightweight contoured design reduces
shoulder fatigue and provides maximum
comfort when carrying your crossbow. The
non-slip NAVCOM® comfort technology and
more than 4,000-lb. strength nylon webbing
allow you to carry your crossbow longer in
the field. Designed for right- or left-hand use.
Kodiak model uses 3-D self-balancing technology and has high-grade leather construction. Installs easily on all firearms/crossbows
with swivel stud attachment points.

Variable-power 1.55x32 crossbow scope
with 1" mono-tube design. Aim points out to
100 yards. Speed selector
ring. 1/2 M.O.A. turrents.
Waterproof, shockproof,
fog proof.
#450-200-241AQ 1.5-5x32 SR IR Crossbow
Vari-Speed Scope, 1G181A00���������� $ 199.99

FIELD LOGIC

#450-202-994AQ Kodiak-Lite Crossbow Sling,
Camo, 1G22I30�������������������������������������� $ 22.99
#450-202-835AQ Kodiak Crossbow Sling,
39.99
Camo/Black, 1G38P79������������������������

GLENDEL® PRE-RUT
BUCK TARGET
Replacement
Core

TENPOINT CROSSBOW TECHNOLOGIES

#450-209-060AQ Camo Raptor Pkg w/Red Dot
Scope, 1G372B39���������������������������������� $ 379.99
#450-209-061AQ Camo Raptor Pkg w/4x32 Scope, 
1G387J99�������������������������������������������������� 399.99
#450-209-058AQ Pink Raptor Pkg w/4x32 Scope, 
1G387P99�������������������������������������������������� 399.99
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RINEHART TARGETS

ACUROPE CROSSBOW ROPE COCKER
The Acurope is TenPoint’s new
revolutionary portable, retractable
rope cocker. The Acurope reduces
the effort to cock your crossbow
by 50%, and once you finish cocking, the draw cord completely retracts inside one of the two grips.
The grips dovetail neatly together
to form a compact unit that can
be conveniently slipped inside a
belt-mounted holster or pouch. The unit’s slender drawcords,
15-times stronger than steel, are made of heat- and abrasinresistant SPECTRA fiber. Two heavy-duty constant-force
springs, packed neatly inside the retracting grip, power the
spool, which is moutned on a durable steel axle and frame. The
grips are made from DuPont Zytel, a tough nylon.
#450-200-960AQ Acurope Crossbow Rope Cocker, 
1G56F05���������������������������������������������������� $ 59.00

G5 OUTDOORS

MONTEC CROSSBOW BROADHEADS
100% Steel tough
and spin tested. 1-piece
MIM carbon steel construction. Diamond cut
sharpness. 11/16" cutting
diameter.
#450-200-565AQ Montec 100gr Crossbow
Broadhead, 1G33L59 �������������������������� $ 34.99
#450-200-775AQ Montec 125gr Crossbow
34.99
Broadhead, 1G33N59��������������������������

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

This 12" cube target mimics a
250-lb. live weight animal standing 36" at the shoulder for realistic
archery practice. PolyFusion™ replaceable core offers seven times
more shooting area than comparable models, and layered construction stops all arrowheads: field tips,
broadheads, and expandables. Also
allows for easy arrow removal. Rotating head wears a 150" B&C rack.

#450-200-593AQ Glendel Pre-Rut Buck Target, 
1G207H89������������������������������������������������ $ 209.99
84.99
#450-203-061AQ Replacement Core, 1G83N29����������

LEUPOLD

CROSSBONES CROSSBOW SCOPE
Specifically designed for the
unique trajectory and crushing recoil produced by today’s
crossbows, the variable-power
2-7x33 Crossbones is the perfect combination of flexibility,
accuracy, and durability. Leveraging a rugged and incredibly
precise electroforming process, the advanced CBR reticle
provides hold points for 20, 30,
40, 50 and 60 yards, and can
be easily tuned to match virtually any arrow velocity. Simply
turn the PowerSelector ring to the appropriate velocity mark,
and squeeze the trigger with confidence. Leupold’s Standard
MulticoatLens System, ¼ MOA finger-click adjustments and
waterproof, shockproof and fogproof construction combine
todeliver the rugged reliability and crisp sight picture expected
from Leupold in any hunting conditions.
#450-201-932AQ Crossbones 2-7x33 Crossbow
Scope, 1G290G99 �������������������������������� $ 299.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

DIAMOND ARCHERY

GENESIS ARCHERY

OCTOBER MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS

COMPETITION ELECTRONICS

INFINITE EDGE
PINK BOW PACKAGE

GENESIS YOUTH BOW

ADVENTURE 2.0™
YOUTH BOW PACKAGES

PROCHRONO™ DIGITAL
CHRONOGRAPH

G5 OUTDOORS

QUEST DRIVE™ BOW
The 13 Quest Drive G-Fade Flux Cam
All Purpose Bow features Twin-Track
FLUX Cam, forged machined 6061 aluminum riser, an adjustable string suppressor, G5 Meta speed studs and Bowjax limb
dampeners. Available in 60- or 70-lb. draw
weight for right (RH) or left hand (LH).
#450-207-509AQ RH 60-lb. Quest
Drive Bow, 
1G678G99 �����������$ 699.99
#450-207-510AQ RH 70-lb. Quest
Drive Bow, 
1G678A99 ����������� 699.99
#450-207-491AQ LH 60-lb. Quest
Drive Bow, 
1G679N00����������� 699.99
#450-207-492AQ LH 70-lb. Quest
Drive Bow, 
1G678B99������������� 699.99

Blue Raspberry

Red Cherry

Lemon Yellow

Pink

Carbon Fiber

The Genesis youth bow kit includes a single cam compound bow. It is designed with an adjustable draw weight of 10
to 20 lbs. String length is 943/16 inches. Available right hand (RH)
or left hand (LH) and a variety of fun colors.
#450-200-062AQ RH Genesis Youth Bow,
Blue Raspberry, 1G166F59������������������� $ 169.99
#450-200-106AQ RH Genesis Youth Bow,
Red Cherry, 1G166H59������������������������� 169.99
#450-200-098AQ RH Genesis Youth Bow,
Pink, 1G176C39��������������������������������������� 179.99
#450-200-367AQ RH Genesis Youth Bow,
Lemon Yellow, 1G166Q59������������������� 169.99
#450-200-018AQ RH Genesis Youth Bow,
Lost Camo, 1G176L39��������������������������� 179.99
#450-206-828AQ RH Genesis Youth Bow,
Carbon Fiber, 1G176F39����������������������� 179.99
#450-200-370AQ LH Genesis Youth Bow,
Blue Raspberry, 1G166K59 ����������������� 169.99
#450-200-687AQ LH Genesis Youth Bow,
Red Cherry, 1G166D59������������������������� 169.99
#450-200-833AQ LH Genesis Youth Bow,
Pink, 1G176Q39��������������������������������������� 179.99
#450-201-711AQ LH Genesis Youth Bow,
Lemon Yellow, 1G166I59��������������������� 169.99
#450-200-272AQ LH Genesis Youth Bow,
Lost Camo, 1G176P39��������������������������� 179.99
#450-206-821AQ LH Genesis Youth Bow,
Carbon Fiber, 1G176G39 ��������������������� 179.99

This
recurve bow is
suited to all
types of shooting, from backyard recreation
to
schools,
clubs,
camp,
and
Junior
Olympic
Archery Development programs. It offers
a slim grip and
multi-laminated ash riser
construction
with hardwood
maple and fiberglass laminated limbs. Target Recurve Sight helps maximize accuracy
and consistency, offering a 4" extension, 51/2" elevation bar, and
21/4"- 61/4" aperture distance. Three-piece take-down design allows for easy storage. Plunger, stabilizer bushings, and Dacron
string included. Package comes with recurve rug rest, QuickShot Finger Savers in to eliminate nock pinch, no-spill tube
hip quiver (right or left hand), two-strap arm guard, recurve
Flex-Pro bow stringer with soft and flexible limb grippers, and a
bow case. 54" model is for ages 7 to 12, has a 20-lb. draw weight,
and recommended brace height of 61/2"-7". 62" model normally
fits ages 11 to 15, has a 25-lb. draw weight, and 7"- 7½" recommended brace height. Both are available for right (RH) or left
hand (LH).
#450-210-030AQ 54" Adventure 2.0 Pkg, RH, 
1G189F99�������������������������������������������������� $ 199.99
#450-210-031AQ 54" Adventure 2.0 Pkg, LH, 
1G189F99�������������������������������������������������� 199.99
#450-210-028AQ 62" Adventure 2.0 Pkg, RH, 
1G189P99�������������������������������������������������� 199.99
#450-210-029AQ 62" Adventure 2.0 Pkg, LH, 
1G189C99�������������������������������������������������� 199.99

G5 OUTDOORS

QUEST RADICAL BOW
PACKAGES

PSE ARCHERY

SURGE CAMO RTS
PACKAGE 29"

GREATREE ARCHERY

DEERSLAYER
RECURVE BOWS 60
This 60" recurve bow is made from beautiful hard
maple and walnut woods. A clear fiberglass laminate
allows the grain to show through.
#450-201-743AQ RH 35 lb. Deerslayer
Recurve, 1G205N79�������� $ 209.99
#450-201-901AQ RH 40 lb. Deerslayer
Recurve, 1G205B79���������� 209.99
#450-201-744AQ RH 45 lb. Deerslayer
Recurve, 1G205L79���������� 209.99
#450-202-759AQ RH 50 lb. Deerslayer
Recurve, 1G205J79���������� 209.99
#450-204-136AQ RH 55 lb. Deerslayer
Recurve, 1G205L79���������� 209.99
#450-203-087AQ LH 50 lb. Deerslayer
Recurve, 1G205L79���������� 209.99

The Surge RTS Package includes
the proven Surge bow, plus a Gemini
sight, Whisker Biscuit rest, Flexxtech 2 stabilizer, Shadow quiver, PSE
neoprene sling, peep sight and nock
loop. Available in 60 lb. or 70 lb. draw
weight, right-hand only.
#450-209-018AQ RH 70 lb. Surge
RTS Pkg, Mossy
Oak Infinity Camo, 
1G489N99
����������������������$ 499.99
#450-209-019AQ RH 60 lb. Surge
RTS Pkg, Skull
Works Camo, 
1G489F99
������������������������� 499.99
#450-209-020AQ RH 70 lb. Surge RTS Pkg, Skull Works
Camo, 1G489M99 �������������������������������������� 499.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

The Radical comes as a readyto-shoot package that includes the
bow, quiver, peep, toolless adjustable sight with light, rest, wrist sling,
and stabilizer. Available in Real Tree
All-Purpose (RT AP) or Real Tree
Purple (RP) camo.
#450-208-990AQ RH 40
lb. Quest
Radical
Bow Pkg,
RT AP, 
1G387P03����� $ 399.00
#450-208-992AQ RH 40
lb. Quest
Radical Bow
Package, RP, 
1G387L03����� 399.00
#450-208-991AQ LH 40 lb. Quest Radical Bow Pkg,
RT AP, 1G387C03������������������������������������������� 399.00
#450-208-993AQ LH 40 lb. Quest Radical Bow Package,
RP, 1G387F03��������������������������������������������������� 399.00

order on the web

brownells.com

ProChrono Digital
Chronograph
measures velocities between 22 to 7,000 feet
per second in temperatures ranging from 33
deg. to 100 deg. F. You
can mount the chronograph for handsfree
convenience,
thanks to a 1/4" x 20"
mounting thread. The
guide wire size is 3/16"
x 16". Requires a 9-volt
battery (not included).

ARCHERY

Convenient package includes the Infinite Edge bow, a 3–pin sight, arrow rest,
quiver, tube peep sight, and string loop.
The extremely versatile Infinite Edge bow
is available in right hand (RH) and left hand
(LH) models, and has an impressive draw
length range of 13"-30". Draw weight range
is from 5 to 70 lbs. to provide dependability
throughout an archer’s development. "Infinite draw" setting for training programs,
first time shooters, or bowfishers.
#450-200-512AQ RH Infinite Edge
Bow Pkg, Pink, 
1G379H99 ������������� $ 379.99
#450-206-924AQ LH Infinite Edge
Bow Pkg, Pink, 
1G379N99 ������������� 379.99

#450-200-145AQ ProChrono Digital Chronograph, 
1G114I00���������������������������������������������������� $ 119.99

MUZZY PRODUCTS

3 BLADE BROADHEADS
100-grain

125-grain

Muzzy broadheads have a threeway locking system on the .020"
thick stainless steel blades that creates a solid column of sharp metal.
75-grain model offers a 1" cutting
diameter, while both the 100-grain
and 125-grain models are slightly
larger at 13/16". All reinforced by heattempered, bone-shattering Trocar
tips. Sold in 6-paks.

#450-200-182AQ 3 Blade Broadhead, 75 gr, 
1G34D50������������������������������������������������������� $ 34.99
#450-200-017AQ 3 Blade Broadhead, 100 gr,
1G34A50������������������������������������������������������� 34.99
#450-200-233AQ 3 Blade Broadhead, 125 gr,
1G34N50 ����������������������������������������������������� 34.99

SCOTT ARCHERY

MONGOOSE XT RELEASE

This wrist release features a trigger-enhancing spring for
increased range of trigger adjustability. You can get a custom
fit thanks to the patented five-hole spiral length adjustment.
Comes in your choice of configuration.
#450-209-767AQ XT Release w/Buckle Strap,
Black, 1G87J29����������������������������������������� $ 89.99
#450-209-769AQ XT Release w/Buckle Strap,
Camo, 1G92E14����������������������������������������� 94.99
#450-209-768AQ XT Release w/Hook & Loop Strap,
Black, 1G87F29����������������������������������������� 89.99
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ULTRA-REST™
HUNTER
Small and lightweight, this
drop-away arrow rest features Velocity Drop-Away Technology™
that senses to only drop when fired.
It offers nearly no friction and zero
fletching contact.
#450-200-005AQ ULTRA-REST, Right Hand, 1G52M18 $ 54.95
#450-200-222AQ ULTRA REST, Left Hand, 1G52H18��� 54.95

WESTON® PRODUCTS

ARROW SAWS

Weston’s arrow cut-off saw cuts all types of arrow shafts
accurately every time thanks to fixed measuring scale. Heavyduty 120-volt/60 Hz/1 Amp motor turns the blade at a continuous 8,000 revolutions per minute. Kit includes a protective
blade cover, replacement blade, anti-slip rubber feet, and two
precision spin testers. Adjustable depth settings for straight or
roll cuts. Dust Collector model includes 11/4" and 21/4" adapters
to accept the hose from most shop and home vacuums to keep
shavings and dust under control.
#450-201-307AQ Weston Arrow Saw, 1G155H19�������� $ 159.99
#450-201-084AQ Weston Arrow Saw w/Dust
Collector, 1G171C49���������������������������� 174.99

BROWNING

DARK OPS GAME CAMERA
Helps You Stalk Trophy Game
Compact, high performance trail
camera takes crisp images and records up to two-minutes of HD video
with sound. With a trigger speed of
less than 1 second, this 10MP camera
shoots up to eight multi-shot images, plus six rapid-fire images. The
invisible IR flash has a 65′+ range
at night and won’t spook game.
Camera features a programmable
5 seconds to 60 minutes picture
delay, and includes a time-lapse mode for capturing images
and video at specified time intervals. Picture info bar displays
time, date, temperature, barometric pressure and camera ID.
Camouflaged finish ensures camera blends in with surroundings. Includes: 12-volt external power jack, 1/4" tripod socket,
Browning Buck Watch Time-lapse viewer software, securitycode setting, TV out and USB ports. Uses six AA batteries (not
included) and supports a 32GB SD card (not included).
SPECS: Plastic body, camo and brown. 10MP. 45/8" (11.7cm) high, 4"
(10.2cm) wide, 2¾" (6.9cm) deep. Includes:12-volt external power jack,
1
/4" tripod socket, Browning Buck Watch Time-lapse viewer software,
security-code setting, TV out and USB ports. Uses eight AA batteries (not
included) and supports a 32GB SD card (not included).
#150-000-020AQ Dark OPS Game Camera, 
2G139C27��������������������������������������������������� $ 149.99
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SPYPOINT

MIDLAND

CAMO XCEL HD

XTC 400 VP ACTION CAMERA

Compact Action Camera
Lets You Capture
Footage Of Your Hunt

Record The Sound & Action
Of All Your Adventures
Lightweight camera captures HD 1080p video plus 12MP
still images with time lapse capability. Features a top mounted
on/off switch and a 270° rotating lens which adjusts to the
orientation of the camera. Low
light compensation feature offers dusk and dawn video opportunities. Built-in Wi-Fi connects to smartphones or tablets and
the downloadable free app gives you control of all settings, and
allows you to capture and share images. Camera has mounting
rails on either side and a standard tri-pod mount on bottom.
Waterproof submersible case allows you to film up to a depth
of 275′. Includes three clip-on rail mounts, two adhesive spider
mounts, lithium Ion battery, USB cable, and instructions. Supports a 32GB SD card (not included).
SPECS: Plastic body, black. 2" (5.1cm) high, 3¾" (9.5cm) long, 1¼" (3.2cm)
wide. 5 oz. (141.7g) wt. Includes: clear plastic submersible case, three
clip-on rail mounts, two adhesive spider mounts, lithium Ion battery, USB
cable, and instructions.
#100-014-486AQ XTC 400 VP Action Camera, 
3D179E99�������������������������������������������������� $ 199.99

Designed for mounting to a bow, scope, or
even to your head, this little camera lets you record
and share every minute of
your hunt. Can be operated manually or with handy remote control which allows you
to select between, video, photo, or time lapse mode. Waterproof
camo case lets you film your hunt in all-weather conditions.
Includes: lithium battery, HDMI and USB cable, slide adaptor,
thumbscrew, head strap mount, wrist strap, and lens protector.
Requires a micro-SD card (not included) with a capacity up to
32 GB to store images and footage.
SPECS: Plastic shell, black and white. 21/2" (6.4cm) wide, 13/4" (4.4cm) high,
11/2" (3.8cm) deep. 3 oz. (82g) wt. Includes: Remote control, lithium battery, HDMI and USB cable, lens protector, waterproof camo case, carrying case, bow mount, scope mount, head strap, wrist strap, and lens
cleaning cloth.
#100-014-487AQ XCEL HD Action Camera, 
4H249B99������������������������������������������������ $ 249.99

G30 DIGITAL
SCOUTING CAMERA

STEALTH CAM®

Virtually three cameras in one, capturing high-resolution stills, high-definition
video, and time-lapse images. Offers three
resolutions - 8.0, 4.0, and 2.0 megapixels and has 30 infrared emitters with an 80-foot
range. Records 5 to 180 seconds of video
and audio, plus time-lapse function with
passive infrared sensor override will still
take a photo if a subject walks by. Time, date, temperature, and
moon phase are stamped onto each image and video. Retina™
Advanced Low-Light Sensitivity helps evenly illuminate the area for superior performance at night, and blur-reduction technology results in sharp, clear images, even when animals are
moving. Also features Reflex™ Sub 1-Second Trigger to never
miss crucial moments, Burst Rapid-Fire Mode allowing one to
nine exposures per triggering, Multi-Zone Detection, and GeoTag to track and recall favorite locations. Sets up in seconds
with pre-programmed options. Backlit menu and passwordprotected sytem. Rugged, compact body housing. 4" wide, 51/2"
high, 21/2" deep. Accepts SD cards up to 32 gigabytes. Video and
USB output. Requires eight AA batteries and is compatible with
Stealth Cam’s 12-volt battery box (sold separately).
#100-014-430AQ G30 Digital Scouting Camera, 
5C105M00������������������������������������������������ $ 129.99
#100-014-619AQ Stealth Cam 12-Volt Battery Box, 
49.99
5C49N99��������������������������������������������������

BUSHNELL®

TROPHY® CAM HD
Rugged, weatherproof trail camera
delivers up to 8-megapixel, full-color resolution images and vivid, 1280x720 pixels
high-definition video with audio recording for up to 60 seconds per event. Field
Scan 2x time-lapse technology takes images daily at pre-set intervals of 1 minute
to 60 seconds, so you can check animal
movements, say, during dusk and dawn.
Simultaneously, a live trigger stands ready
to capture unscheduled visitors. Features
.6-second trigger speed with programmable interval of 1 second to an hour; one to three images per trigger; day and night

Capacity
& Case

DELKIN DEVICES

MEMORY CARDS
Ideal For Trail Cameras &
Other Handheld Devices

Optimized for everyday use in your game
camera, these durable memory cards provide
reliable data storage for HD video and high resolution digital photos. Designed to perform in
extreme environmental conditions, these
cards all offer Class 10 write speed, making
them ideal for video and time-lapse photography with your game camera. Versatile
microSD cards come with an adapter for use
in cameras or other devices that use fullsize SD cards. SD Card Case holds 8 cards
and provides complete environmental protection for them and your precious data. Hard shell and padded interior liner
protect against impact, while the rubberized exterior resists
water incursion. a
b
#100-014-629AQ 16 GB SD Memory Card, 1G18H00����$ 19.99
#100-014-630AQ 32 GB SD Memory Card, 1G30G00�� �� 34.99
#100-014-633AQ 16 GB microSD Card, 1G21P00������������ 24.99
100-015-392AQ 32 GB microSD Card, 1G27N49���������� 27.49
100-014-634AQ Waterproof SD Card Case,
1G9D00���������������������������������������������������������� 9.99

WILDGAME INNOVATIONS

BUCK COMMANDER
NANO 8 LIGHTSOUT

At

Keeps Track Of Game Activity
Capture 8MP images and up to 30
seconds of 720p HD video with this
compact digital trail camera. Passive
infrared sensor detects motion in extreme low-light and the one second
trigger speed combined with a high
intensity invisible IR flash ensures
clear images. The Flextime+™ timelapse technology allows you to capture images at preset intervals when you suspect animals are
active. Camera offers a wide-angle 16:9 aspect-ratio option.
Water and weather resistant housing features a bark-textured
look, ensuring the camera blends into the background. Includes USB cable, adjustable bungee cords and Flextime software CD. Uses 4 AA batteries (not included) and an SD/SDHC
memory card up to 32GB (not included).
SPECS: Plastic shell, bark-texture. 8MP images. 720p HD video. 3½
(8.9cm) high, 3 (7.6cm) wide, 2¼ (5.7cm) deep. Includes USB cable, adjustable bungee cords and Flextime software CD. Uses 4 AA batteries
(not included) and an SD/SDHC memory card up to 32GB (not included).
#100-014-551AQ Buck Commander Nano 8
Lightsout , 4C161J40�������������������������� $ 169.99

auto sensor; night vision flash with 32 LEDs for bright, sharp
images with a range of 80 feet; and black-and-white text LCD.
Passive infrared sensor is adjustable to low, medium, and high,
plus is motion-activated out to 60 feet; auto setting regulates
sensitivity based on temperature for consistent performance.
All images and video are wide screen and stamped with date,
time, temp, and moon phase. GPS Geotag embeds each image
with GPS coordinates. Aggressively styled case made to withstand the elements and works in -5° F to 140° F. Latch system
easy to use in field with gloves, and removable anti-reflection
cover for LEDs minimizes visibility. Capacity to store more
than 20,000 images; SD slot accepts up to 32 gigabyte memory
cards. Runs on either four or eight AA batteries; external power
compatible. Adjustable web belt and 1/4-20 socket.
#100-014-859AQ Trophy Cam HD, 2B191P45�������������� $ 199.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

We not only provide our customers
the right tools to do the job - but
also the information to do it well.
We pride ourselves on providing our customers
with the best and most reliable information about
our products before they make a purchase. We
believe that informed customers will be satisfied
customers.
This master catalog has become unofficially
known as the “wish book” of guns. We don‘t
take that reputation lightly, and we've put that
vast wealth of information, and more, into our
website. There you’ll find full schematics for
over 500 popular firearms, and more than 1,500
product information videos in the “Learn” section.

Our crew of highly-skilled, veteran Gun Techs
–all working gunsmiths recruited from across
the United States – act as consultants to our
marketing team, and trusted advisors to our
customers. Together, their three centuries of
combined experience help customers with more
than 60,000 gun-related questions annually.
To stay up-to-date with the latest products,
promotions, videos and new products, follow us
on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube or subscribe
to our email list.

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

